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MarketWatch

Finding only hard, dry, crusty ground to work with, much of the country had a pretty dismal first two weeks of
September. Thankfully, the rains came and the weather broke. Our reports indicate excellent movement overall for
the second half of September and the first two weeks of October.

Regarding Kentucky bluegrass, perennial ryegrass, and creeping red fescues, the overall markets have been pretty stable
and supportive of earlier price increases. Excessive inventory of annual ryegrass saw a slight softening in West Coast prices.
Tall fescues seem to be at an acceptable price with acknowledgements that time is the only real cure for excess inventory. In
general, the hope is that when all is said and done, the overall seed movement for Fall ’02 will be considered average to above average.

Characteristics

Recent NTEP data shows PARADIGM turf-type perennial ryegrass as performing very well in a
number of categories. Its attractive medium-dark green color, fine blade width and turf quality adapts
Paradigm to a wide range of uses from golf courses to home lawns. Paradigm has performed
especially well in Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Kentucky, Kansas, and Virginia.
2001 NTEP Report - Percent Ground Cover
One notable characteristic observed is Paradigm’s ability to maintain very
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high levels of density and ground cover, even throughout the tough summer
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months. For those using lower-end varieties, like Linn, take a good look at
Paradigm
81.7
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ground cover ratings. Notice that Linn is the worst rated entry for all three
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63.2
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54.2
seasons. Just another reason to use better varieties, like Paradigm!
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CropTalk

With harvest completed in all the crops, we now have a pretty good picture of what the overall yields were this year. Here’s a breakdown:
Annual ryegrass – Acres about the same with higher overall yields compared to 2001 crop.
Perennial ryegrass – Fewer acres than 2001. Yields average in the South Valley, below average in the North Valley.
Turf-type tall fescue – Acres were up, yields were average. Excessive inventories will cause 40,000+ acres to be plowed this fall.
Forage tall fescue – Acres above last year - including Fawn and KY-31. Yields were average to above average.
Orchardgrass – Yields were better than expected, but still a bit below average. Acres about the same.
Kentucky bluegrass – Overall yields were down. Acres up slightly, but overall supply less than last year.
Red Clover – Acres down and yields below average.
White Clover – Slight increase in acreage. Good supply of Ladino, Dutch White, etc.

Did you know?

Thanks to some great ideas from our customers, we’ve been polishing up our Diamond
Brand program with a number of significant new ideas and tools. Designed to facilitate your
sales to independent dealers, as well as professionals, the Diamond program now contains
the following elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Multiple sizes include 1, 3, 5, 10 lb clear poly, 25 & 50 lb poly woven.
Banners, door stickers, and CUSTOMIZED Seed Selector Charts
CUSTOMIZED shelf talkers.
CUSOMIZED mix stickers

Planting Instruction sheets
Standard and customized formulations to fit YOUR program

That’s why we say, Diamond Brand – It Covers All the Bases!
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